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"Home Study for Self-Healing;
A Healer In Every Home"
A Blood Vessel
Excess blood proteins and water can
leave the bloodstream under shock,
stress, poison or injury. Only the
lymphatic vessels can remove the
blood proteins and water!

Healthy Dry State / Diseased Swamp State
HOW DO CELLS GET OXYGEN FROM THE BLOOD STREAM?

How is Oxygen Converted To
Power At The Cell Level?
"It takes oxygen to turn on the
(Na+)sodium-(K+)potassium pumps in
every cell which generates electricity
that gives the eyes the power to see,
the brain the power to work, and so
forth!"
© Dr. C Samuel West, 1976, All Rights Reserved.

A Lymphatic Vessel
These vessels go up in between the
cells to remove blood proteins and
water from around the cells thereby
maintaining the cells in the 'Dry' State
so they can pull oxygen and nutirients
from the blood stream right into the
cells.
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The tiny arrows represent exchange of oxygen and
nutrients from the blood to the cells (80 x per min.)
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'Dry State' = Oxygen

No pain, loss of energy or disease! "Healthy
babies are born in the 'Dry' State."
Dr. C. Samuel West - Nov, 2001

This condition enables the cells
to obtain abundant levels of oxygen
and nutrients from the blood stream.
The Lymphatic System
is like a tree in your body. The
branches go up inside the head, the
roots go down in the feet and the trunk
in the chest is called the thoracic duct.

Natural Disease Process
Excess Fluid, Excess Na+, & Lack of O 2
= Acidity, Free Radicals etc.
WHAT CAUSES LACK OF OXYGEN AT
THE CELL LEVEL?

Excess blood protein and water
around cells produces lack of oxygen.
This condition is called "internal
drowning" where the Na+ K+ pumps
(the electric generators) are being
"shut off". The result is pain, loss of
energy and disease. The name of the
disease is not so significant anymore.

Everyone knows that the oxygen & nutrients are delivered to the cells by the blood vessels. What people do
NOT know is that in order for the oxygen & nutrients to GET TO the cells, the lymphatic vessels have to keep
the cells in the 'Dry' State! Dr. West's Complete Home Study Course teaches how to do this. To hear a
Presentation by Dr. C. Samuel West Call Toll Free 1-800-975-0123 NOW!

'Dry' State Formula:
Oxygen > Pumps > Electricity > Power
(Copyright by Dr. C. Samuel West, December 1998
All Rights Reserved)

Get 7 FREE Lessons on
Speed-Healing & Applied Lymphology by
Visiting www.ial.org NOW!

This priceless research was done between 1930-1961 but it was then neglected, obscured, and buried.
We have the only organization on the face of the Earth, that is teaching these discoveries! In September of 1981 Dr. West
started the International Academy of Lymphology (I.A.L.) to bring that life saving research to the world.
© Copyright International Academy of Lymphology 2003 - C Samuel West 1976, All Rights Reserved.
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THE DISCOVERIES PERTAINING TO BLOOD,
LYMPHATICS, LIFE PROCESS, & CELL ECOLOGY
REVEAL HOW EVERYONE CAN HELP

STOP PAIN, CANCER, & ANY DEGENERATIVE DISEASE!

Dr. C. Samuel West DN, ND Chemist & Lymphologist is the
father of Process-Based Healing. If you understand the process
you are likely to figure out how to speed it up! He authored the
Home-Study for Self-Healing Applied Lymphology materials we
provide at the Academy that he founded. He was however
much more than just a lymphologist! He started as a bio-chemist. Taking a look at the upper right hand corner of this flier you
can see the Prime Ecological Variables. Circulation and Filtration are obviously the most critical. Yet, in the case of every disease each and every one of those variables needs to be acknowledged and resolved! Your body is an eco-system! It is
also a sponge matrix of various types of water compartments.
Most of these compartments must be maintained precisely! All
stressors are biotransformational and cells are constantly recieving instructions. There is also an electromagnetic terrain all
throughout that negates decay and makes circulation possible.
Every cell must recieve groceries and waste management services or they will suffer and die. The lymphatic system is to your
body like a filter on a fish tank for your fish. Every cell is constantly generating power for each and every part of the body to
function properly. The same act generates the properties that
make circulation possible! This research opens the door wide
open for "Energy Medicine". It is also the science behind every
healing art on earth and the most sophisticated approach to
health care imagineable! It proves that all anyone can do to
help the body heal itself is something to renew the environment
for the cells. So now that we KNOW... where is the evidence
based paradigm now?
We are living in the Pasteurian Medical Age - surrounded by
Pasteurians! The most ironic thing in the world would be to
blame BeChamp for what is happening. Can the forces of nature be cured? Of course not! Help us eliminate the arrogance
against nature and God that currently fuels the drug industry into the totally absurd role and dimensions it enjoys today!

It took seventeen years to uncover the research done between
1930 and 1963 at the Harvard Medical School, the Tulane
School of Medicine, and the Mississippi School of Medicine
which proved that blood protein and water coming out of the
blood stream is the actual cause of pain, cancer, heart disease,
diabetes, and all other crippling and killer diseases!
We now know that cancer is now the #1 killer of children, and
the death rate for adults has been doubling almost every four
years so that since the year 2000, 9.8 out of 10 get cancer
before dying. In the United States alone, approx. 3,500 people
are being killed with cancer EVERY DAY! That is the equivalent
to 108,000 people per month. This destruction is equivalent to
23 BOMBS (like the bomb in Oklahoma) killing 150 people per
bomb EVERY DAY, or ONE ATOMIC BOMB, killing 50,000
people per bomb EVERY TWO WEEKS! AND SILENCE
REIGNS... Why?

When people learn how to work with laws of nature by
understanding the healing process, it becomes clear that drugs,
and surgery, are not the best solution to any of the problems!
As it turns out - you have more ability, more opportunity and
more motivation to enable your own body to heal itself than
anyone else in the world - regardless of practically any
circumstance you can dream of!

"The lymphatic vessels have the unique ability to remove
the blood proteins and excess water from around the cells
so the oxygen that is in the blood stream can get to the
cells to heal the body! Learn how to assist this process so
your body can be free of pain, loss of energy, and disease
as long as you live."
Dr. C. Samuel West - Nov, 2001
NOW YOU KNOW WHY THEY BURIED THIS RESEARCH!

Our Bodies Were Created To Heal Themselves!
A little girl got hit by a car; her legs were
broken in two and split down the middle.
Doctors prepared for pins and surgery.
(A before & after the Power Plants
technique by Dr. West.)
No pins or surgery were needed!
To teach this research we have produced 5 2hr. DVD's, 11 Audio CD's, a text called The Golden Seven Plus One', 3 other
Life-Saving Books, an Instruction Manual, and a 261-Question Exam which directs you to the pages that the answers are
found on in the book. Donate to help save the 50,000 men, women, and children (one full-blown atomic bomb) who are being killed every
two weeks with cancer and heart disease; and we will send you educational materials worth tens of thousands of dollars as a gift!

Visit the International Academy of Lymphology at www.ial.org
Dr. C. Samuel West

Chemist and Lymphologist

Get 7 FREE Introductory Lessons from our home page, OR hear a "special 15 min. audio"
that summarizes a 3-4 hour lecture that Dr. C. Samuel West gave for 17 yrs.
Contact the IAL by dialing 800-975-0123 or 801-226-0123
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